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OUR MISSION
"Energy saving, eco-sustainability, Made in Italy, quality, respect for the environment, people and food: these are the values from which we start every day to design tomorrow's dryers today."
THE TAURO WORLD
 who we are
 news
 manuals, catalogues and certifications
 where to find us
 become a reseller
 work with us
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Discover all the ingredients you can dry with
  fruit
  vegetable
  mushrooms
  herbs
  meat
  fish
  pasta
  spices
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Drying is a way of life: find out which is yours
  healthy eating
  sport & trekking
  vegan
  raw
  baby food
  pet food
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  at home
  in the company
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 > dryers for your business
 > chef
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Drying is good for health and the environment
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Maximise your waste and expand your product offering
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OUR MISSION
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info@tauroessiccatori.com  -  
Via del Lavoro 6 - 36043 Camisano Vicentino
contact us
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 A Valentine's Day give Biosec as a gift with the special discount -14%!   |   DISCOVER THE PROMO 
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domestic dehydrators
  [image: Tauro Biosec Domus B5 dried recipes dryer]Biosec Domus B5
Tunnel and 5 plastic baskets
discover


 
  [image: Tauro Biosec Domus B5 dried recipes dryer]Biosec Silver B5-S
Steel tunnel 5 plastic baskets
discover


 
  [image: Tauro Biosec Domus B5 dried recipes dryer]Biosec De Luxe B6
Tunnel and 6 stainless steel baskets
discover
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  [image: Tauro Biosec Domus B5 dried recipes dryer]Biosec Pro
3m² of drying surface
12 stainless steel shelves 40 x 60 cm
discover


 
  [image: Tauro Biosec Domus B5 dried recipes dryer]B. BASE Master
14 m2 drying surface
40 stainless steel trays
discover


 
  [image: Tauro Biosec Domus B5 dried recipes dryer]B. Master Plus
25 m2 drying surface
72 stainless steel trays
discover


 


Do you want to ask us something?



      
 Write to us below or contact us at commerciale@tauroessiccatori.com or to the 0444 719046





Consent to data processing *
Privacy Policy 

I consent to the processing of my data as indicated in the Privacy Policy above (mandatory)


we will contact you within 24 hours



Δ






CATEGORIES
	Recommended
	Driers
	Empfohlen
	Preuve
	Products
	Produits
	Produkte
	christmas promotions
	Evidence
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	Recommended
	Testing
	Uncategorized





 Trustpilot



[bookmark: newsletter]recipes, news and courses, once a month!


  
By continuing you accept our privacy policy
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instructions
	tutorial
	manuals


methods of payment
PayPal and Stripe
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credit cards
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bank transfer and cash on delivery
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read more


contacts and assistance
info@tauroessiccatori.com
+39 0444 719046
Via del Lavoro 6 - 36043 Camisano Vicentino
Tauro Essiccatori srl unipersonale
P.I. 03977800246
contact us
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Manage your cookie preferences
 


To provide the best experience, we use technologies such as cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behaviour or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent may adversely affect certain features and functions.
    Functional    Functional  Always active       Technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
     Preferences   Preferences       The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.
     Statistics   Statistics       The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes. Storage of anonymised statistical data. Without a warrant from the authorities, an explicit action from your Internet Service Provider, or further records from third parties who have access to your network, the information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot normally be used to identify you.
     Marketing   Marketing       Considering this type of cookie storage or access is necessary to create user profiles to personalise advertisements on sites that are later visited (remarketing) or for other similar marketing purposes.
 

 Manage options Manage services Manage vendors Read more about these purposes

 Accept site cookies Reject Display preferences Save preferences Display preferences
 {title} {title} {title}


Manage consent
 Used or reconditioned Biosec
 Please fill in the following fields to be contacted for information about used or reconditioned dryers available at this time.
Error: Contact form not found.
 
 

  CLOSE 

 Biosec gebraucht oder reconditioniert
 Füllen Sie die folgenden Felder aus, um Informationen zu gebrauchten oder überholten Trocknern zu erhalten, die zu diesem Zeitpunkt verfügbar sind.
Error: Contact form not found.
 

  SCHLIESSEN 

 Biosec utilisé ou reconditionné
 Remplissez les champs suivants pour être contacté pour des informations concernant les séchoirs utilisés ou remis à neuf disponibles en ce moment.
Error: Contact form not found.
 
 

  FERMER 

 Biosec used or reconditioned
 Fill in the following fields to be contacted for information regarding used or refurbished dryers available at this time.
Error: Contact form not found.

  CLOUSE 

                     